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STATE OF NEW YORK - BOARD OF PARO LE

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL DECISION NOTICE
·'.

Name: Farwell, Cole

l
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~

'

.

NY SID

Facility: Lakeview Shock CF
Appeal Control No.: 08-025-18 R

DIN: 17-A-4319
Appearances:

Cole Farwell, 17-A-4319
Lakeview Shc>ck CF
9300 Lake A~enue
P.O. Box T
Brocton, NY 14716-9798

Decision appealed:

July 5, 2018 revocation of release and imposition of a time assessment of 18-months.

Fina] Revocation
Hearing Date:

July 5, 2018

Papers considered:

Appellant's Brief
. received December 3, 2018
.

Appeals Unit
Review:

Statement offu~ Ap~eals Unit's 'Findings and Recommendation

·'·

.

Records relied upon: Notice of Violation, Violation of Release Report, Final Hearing Transcript, Parole
Revocation Decision Notice
undersi~ed deteimine that the decision appealed is hereby:
_Reversed, remanded for de novo hearing _Reversed, violation vacated
cmliH'-7'-~

_ . Vacated for de novo review of time assessment only
_

Reversed, remanded for de novo hearing _Reversed, violation vacated

_Vacated for de novo review of time assessment only

r\,~~Ms~
Commissioner

_0mrmed

Modified to _ __ _

Modified to - - - -

_Reversed, remanded for de novo hearing _Reversed, violation vacated

_Vacated for de novo review of time assessment only

Modified .to _ _ __

If the Final Determination is at va~ja·nce with Findings and Recommendation of Appeals Unit, written
reasons for the Parole Board's det~r~in~ipn must be ann~xe~ hereto •.

This Final Determination, the related Statement of the Appeals Unit's Findings and the separate
the Parole Board, if any, were'rnailed to the Inmate and the Inmate's Counsel, if any, on. i-Y.
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STATE OF NEW YORK – BOARD OF PAROLE

APPEALS UNIT FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATION
Name:

Farwell, Cole

DIN:

17-A-4319

Facility:

Lakeview Shock CF

AC No.:

08-025-18 R

Findings: (Page 1 of 1)
Appellant was sentenced in October 2017 to two to four years upon his conviction of
Burglary in the third degree. He was judicially sanctioned to the
and released to the community on February 13, 2018. Within several months, he
was charged with violating multiple conditions of release stemming from marijuana use, alcohol
consumption,
failure to make an office
report, and failure to notify his parole officer of a change in residence. Appellant’s parole was
revoked at a July 5, 2018 final revocation hearing upon his unconditional plea of guilty to a single
charge for failure to report. This appeal ensued.
Appellant challenges the July 5, 2018 determination of the administrative law judge
(“ALJ”) revoking release and imposing a 18-month time assessment, arguing that: (1) he was
denied effective assistance of counsel and his attorney lied during the hearing; and (2) his 18month time assessment exceeds time owed towards his minimum sentence. He seeks either
immediate release or a modification of his time assessment.
The record reflects Appellant, who was represented by counsel at the final revocation hearing,
pleaded guilty to the one charge with the understanding that the ALJ would impose an 18-month
time assessment. As a judicially sanctioned graduate, he was outside the guidelines and therefore
his exposure was the maximum expiration of his sentence. See 9 N.Y.C.R.R. § 8005.20(d). The
mere reference to “the minimum” by Appellant’s attorney is not enough to establish he was denied
effective assistance of counsel and Appellant’s other contentions concerning his attorney are
unsupported in relevant part. Counsel “is presumed to have been competent and the burden is on
the accused to demonstrate upon the record the absence of meaningful adversarial representation.”
Matter of Jeffrey V., 82 N.Y.2d 121, 126, 603 N.Y.S.2d 800, 803 (1993); see also People v. Hall,
224 A.D.2d 710, 638 N.Y.S.2d 732 (2d Dept. 1996) (“When, as in this case, a defendant receives
an advantageous plea agreement and the record does not cast doubt on the apparent effectiveness
of counsel, the defendant is deemed to have been furnished with meaningful representation”). In
addition, any suggestion that his attorney represented, or Parole agreed, during the hearing that he
only had to serve his “minimum” is belied by the record, which reflects the offer was 18 months –
which was agreed to by Appellant. As such, there is no basis to disturb the ALJ’s decision. See
Matter of Steele v. New York State Div. of Parole, 123 A.D.3d 1170, 998 N.Y.S.2d 244 (3d Dept.
2014); Matter of Gonzalez v. Artus, 107 A.D.3d 1568, 1569, 966 N.Y.S.2d 710, 711 (4th Dept.
2013).
Recommendation:

Affirm.
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